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A Traveler’s Guide to the Historic National Road in Ohio

Synopsis

A Traveler’s Guide to the Historic National Road in Ohio, a well-researched book by Glenn
Harper and Doug Smith and the Ohio National Road Association, promotes the Road and
improves the visitor experience.
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Project Description

A major historic resource and attraction, the National Road in Ohio is often underutilized in our
State. To better promote the Road and improve the visitor experience, the Ohio National Road
Association and authors Glenn Harper and Doug Smith wrote and designed an official visitor’s
guide called A Traveler’s Guide to the Historic National Road in Ohio. This book, with
continuous maps, covers all 227 miles of Ohio National road and points out many historically
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significant sites, with photos and descriptions, as well as accurate directions to each site. The
guide identifies all types of historical, cultural, natural, recreational, and scenic sites, such as
historic bridges, old segments of road, National Road mile markers, and museums. The guide
also includes short descriptions of each village and city along the Road. Additionally, the guide
provides short stories about the creation of the Road, legends of the Road, and 19th- and
20th-century life along the Road. Past and present pictures of the historic sites enhance this text.
In summary, this printed tour guide of Ohio’s Historic National Road offers a resource for
anyone interested in the Road and its impact on the expansion and settlement of the United
States.

Community involvement and Public Outreach

The goal of the guide was to provide Ohioans and all visitors to the Road with an entertaining
and informative publication, to provide accurate information about the Road and to enhance the
traveler’s experience. The Ohio National Road Association distributes the guide free at all the
National Road Events and meetings that we attend. The guide is also available at Interstate
Travel Centers and at convention and visitor’s bureaus, chambers of commerce, tourism
councils and historical societies along the Road. Essentially, this book is being used as a public
outreach tool for the Ohio Historic National Road.

Partnerships

Many partnerships helped to create the guide and influenced the publication’s success. The
authors, Doug Smith and Glenn Harper, and the Ohio National Road Association partnered with
many individuals and agencies to obtain information, funding and editing. For example, the
Ohio Department of Transportation’s State Scenic Byway Program provided financial assistance
through the Federal Highway Administration’s Discretionary Program. The Clark
County/Springfield Transportation Coordinating Committee, who also provided information and
reviewed early project drafts, provided matching funds for this grant. The Ohio Historic
Preservation Office and the Ohio Historical Society both provided administrative and technical
assistance, as well as the GIS maps in the guide. Also, information collected from the “National
Road/U.S. 40 Historic Properties Inventory,” prepared by Gray & Pape, Inc., through an FHA
ISTEA grant, was beneficial. The National Road/Zane Grey Museum and the Hays Landscape
Architecture Studio, Ltd., provided editing and reviewing services.

Advancing The Goals Of The Byway's Corridor Management

This traveler’s guide enhances the “Tourism & Visitor Services” section of the Ohio National
Road Corridor Management Plan, accomplishing one of the major goals. It reflects the end result
of the CMP’s “Official Visitor Guide and Map: Action Plan.” According to the CMP, the goal
was to provide visitors with a high-quality publication that would contain all the necessary
information to guide them in their journey along the Ohio National Road. This section of the
CMP was included to ensure that tourists would want to visit the National Road and would have
the needed information to do so. Since it was published, the guide has served as the definitive
resource for Ohio National Road visitors and exceeds the original plan’s goals because of the
enormous quantity of information and high-quality pictures, maps and design. It serves as a
guide or for pleasure reading.
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Describe Project's Innovation

Previously, no project of this magnitude had been created about the National Road in any of the
States through which it passes. In Ohio, a couple similar projects have been created on a much
smaller scale, such as in a village or county. The guide was unique. Innovative ideas and
techniques were implemented in the writing and design of the guide. The authors pinpointed the
locations of each of the highlighted sites and provided accurate information and directions.
Research was complex, due to considerations such as various layers of Road history and
changes in sections of original roadbed, U.S. 40 and Interstate 70. The directions were accurate
to today’s roads but also explained the area’s historical context. Innovative GIS mapping
techniques provided user-friendly maps that allow travelers to continuously know where they
are along the Road.

Primary Funding Sources

Funds contributed from local or State sources: $21,763
Funds contributed from Federal sources:
Funds contributed from other sources: $2,260
Total cost of project: $24,023

During this project, we learned:

Multiple layers of history and numerous reconstructions and realignments add challenges to
interpreting and directing visitors.
Information and illustrations in the Guide are only “the tip of the iceberg” of what is available.
Mix old photos and rare images (old/unique postcards) with a contemporary, color-filled layout.
Call out individual, interesting stories in sidebars.

If we were to do it again, we would:

Probably make the publication even larger, with additional information like “the best of the
National Road” and additional sidebars.
Make sure the narrative is complete before giving it to the designer; we paid for several layout
changes.
(No answer available.)
(No answer available.)
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